IX-SDH-P

Stainless Steel Door Housing with Built-in Card Reader

-INSTRUCTIONS-

The IX-SDH-P is a stainless steel enclosure with a built-in HID® multi-Class RP10 card reader for use with the IX-DA or IX-BA network door stations. The enclosure is made of 14 gauge stainless steel and is designed to mount to a 1 gang box or any flat surface.

MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Remove gray plastic cover from door station by pulling up on the tabs on the bottom of the unit. The plastic cover can be discarded as it is not used when mounting with the IX-SDH-P.

2. Loosen the security screw with the security driver supplied with the door station.

3. Remove the door station from back frame.

4. Remove wire knock-out from bottom of back frame.

5. Align the door station back frame with the upper position of the IX-SDH-P mounting bracket. Secure both to a single gang box and the wall with the gang box aligned with the lower position of the mounting bracket.

6. Route the door station wires through wire knock-out and connect to the station, then mount station to the back frame with the supplied security screw.

7. Peel adhesive strips from the wire mesh and secure it over the speaker grill.

8. Route and connect the wires for card reader and attach the stainless steel cover with the supplied tamper proof screws.
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0620